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Abstract

This paper compares the security properties of Ad
Hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Destination
Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV) protocols, especially
the difference caused by on-demand and proactive route
queries. The on-demand route query enables the malicious
host to conduct real time attacks on AODV. The communica-
tion overhead of attacks on DSDV is independent of the at-
tack methods and the width of attack targets. A single false
route propagates slower in AODV than in DSDV. The detec-
tion of false destination sequence in AODV heavily depends
on the mobility of hosts. False distance vector and false
destination sequence attacks are studied by simulation. The
delivery ratio, communication overhead, and the propaga-
tion of false routes are measured by varying the traffic load
and the maximum speed of host movement. The anomalous
patterns of sequence numbers detected by destination hosts
can be applied to detect the false destination sequence at-
tacks.

1. Introduction

The limited power resource and computation capabili-
ties of mobile devices determine their heavy dependence on
other hosts for data accessing and information processing.
A reliable network topology must be assured through effi-
cient and secure routing protocols for mobile ad hoc net-
works to enable the pervasive computing.

Many efficient routing protocols for ad hoc networks
have been proposed. We may classify them by the time
that the routing information is acquired. In the on-demand
(reactive) protocols, such as AODV [19], Dynamic Source
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Routing (DSR) [13], and Temporally Ordered Routing Al-
gorithm (TORA) [17], the routing information is required
and maintained only when it is needed. In the proactive
protocols, such as Destination Sequence Distance Vector
(DSDV) [18], and Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing
(CGSR) [7], the hosts exchange information routinely and
construct the routing tables in advance. There are other pro-
tocols, such as Zone-based Routing Protocol (ZRP) [9], that
employ both mechanisms.

The original versions of the protocols do not consider
much on security and robustness. But the routing topology
of ad hoc networks is prone to both external and internal
attacks in the application environments such as battlefields.
Research has been carried out to protect mobile ad hoc net-
works. The adopted mechanisms include: providing decen-
tralized public key infrastructure [12] [26], distributed mon-
itoring and evaluating host behaviors [14] [22], and using
hash chain and digital signature to guarantee the integrity
of the information [24] [11] [10]. These methods protect
the ad hoc networks from some attacks. However, they face
the following difficulties.

� The restrictions on power consumption and computa-
tion capabilities prevent the usage of complex encryp-
tion algorithms. The time synchronization cannot be
efficiently achieved for hash chains.

� The constantly changing topology and dynamic mem-
bership increases the difficulty of authentication and
key distribution.

� Some attacks cannot be detected by the localized mon-
itoring. Therefore, intrusion detection and intruder
identification based on these methods are restricted.

Research is required to ascertain the potential connec-
tions between the essential properties of the routing proce-
dures and the security vulnerabilities introduced by them.
Then security enhancements addressing these deficiencies



can be designed efficiently. This research provides a de-
tailed analysis on security properties of two representative
ad hoc routing protocols, namely, AODV and DSDV. We es-
pecially examine the difference caused by on-demand and
proactive mechanisms. Many examined properties, such as
distance vector, and destination sequence, are also adopted
by other ad hoc routing protocols. Thus the results can be
applied beyond AODV or DSDV and provide guidelines for
the design of a secure routing protocol and the Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS) for ad hoc networks.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents the related work. Section 3 presents an
overview of AODV and DSDV. Section 4 exploits some at-
tacks on the protocols and compares the security deficien-
cies caused by on-demand route query and the proactive
mechanism. Section 5 illustrates the damages of false dis-
tance vector attacks and false destination sequence attacks
by simulation. Section 6 presents the anomalous patterns of
sequence numbers that can be used to detect false destina-
tion sequence attacks. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

There are efforts, in both theory analysis and project de-
velopment, to investigate the security of ad hoc networks, to
establish IDS, and to construct secure communication pro-
tocols.

Zhang and Lee presented a generic multi-layer integrated
IDS structure [25]. But how to efficiently collect the pat-
terns of attacks and how to safely distribute the intrusion
detection results to other hosts are not discussed in detail.
Bhargavan, Zhou and Haas explored the security issues of
wireless LANs and ad hoc networks [26] [5]. They sum-
marized the primary questions to achieve security and the
challenges to the routing protocols.

Providing decentralized public key infrastructure is a
fundamental problem in securing ad hoc networks. Hubaux
and his colleagues proposed a key distribution mechanism
similar to PGP [12] [6]. They present a practical solution to
the key management problem stated by Haas in [26]. But
the transfer of trust among hosts is difficult to apply under
some critical environments.

Distributed monitoring and evaluating host behaviors is
also popular in security enhancements. A system integrat-
ing watchdog and pathrater with DSR is presented in [14].
AODV-S [22] enables the neighbors to collaboratively au-
thorize a token to the host before it can join the activities in
the network. But there are attacks that cannot be detected
locally and have long delays before the anomaly is discov-
ered. They put challenges on secure information storage
and sharing.

Several protocols using hash chain, digital signature or
both to guarantee the integrity of routing information have

been proposed. [24] uses both mechanisms to protect the
routing procedure. SEAD [10] uses one-way hash chains
to provide authentication. Ariadne [11] uses a variant of
TESLA to achieve similar goals. These protocols may not
suffer the attacks exploited in section 4, but the synchro-
nization among mobile devices is not easy to achieve. The
evaluation of secure routing in ad hoc networks can be
found in [15]. More secure protocols and IDS structures
can be found in [20] [23] [16] [1].

3. Description of protocols

3.1. Introduction of DSDV

DSDV is based on distance vector technology. Every
host broadcasts its routing table routinely, which enables
the proactive route discovery. When one link change that
may severely impact the connectivity happens, a partial up-
date can also be sent. To avoid the routing loop, DSDV
uses the destination sequence number to identify the fresh-
ness of the routing information. The sequence number of a
specific host is increased at every time when it sends out the
route update. The route with the largest sequence number
is always preferred. When multiple paths with the same se-
quence are available, the shortest one will be selected. More
details about DSDV can be found in [18].

DSDV’s desirable feature is the short delay of connec-
tions brought by proactive route discovery. Because every
host has to maintain a routing table that covers all hosts,
DSDV does not scale well to large networks. The overhead
of recalculation of routes and periodical packet exchanges
consume the valuable resources of energy and bandwidth.
However, the proactive mechanism sets up difficulties for
the malicious hosts to conduct attacks. This will be shown
by the analysis and simulation results presented later.

3.2. Introduction of AODV

AODV is a reactive protocol and it is based on distance
vector technology. When the source host wants to send
packets to the destination and cannot get the route from its
routing table, it will broadcast a Route Request (RREQ).
The receivers may establish the routes back to the source
host through the RREQ. If the receiver has an active route
to the destination, it will unicast a Route Reply (RREP).
Otherwise, the RREQ will be re-broadcast further. If a re-
ply is sent, all hosts along that path may establish the route
to the destination. To prevent the same request from being
broadcast repeatedly, every request is identified by a � Host
ID, Broadcast ID � couple. The mobile hosts send out the
Route Error (RERR) packets to report broken paths.

To avoid routing loop and to identify the freshness of
the route, destination sequence number is introduced. The



sequence of a mobile host is increased at every time that
it sends RREQ or RREP. The sequence in RREP must be
larger than or equal to the one carried in corresponding
RREQ. The path with the largest destination sequence num-
ber is always preferred. If several paths have the same se-
quence, the shortest one will be chosen. More details about
AODV can be found in [19].

AODV’s desirable features are its low byte overhead and
loop free routing. But the on-demand route query usually
brings a longer delay for the first few packets. The genuine-
ness of the destination sequence and distance vector leaves
vulnerabilities to attackers. These deficiencies introduce the
attacks that will compromise the network.

4. Attack analysis and security comparison

We exploit some attacks on AODV and DSDV to expose
the potential linkage between the essential features of the
protocols and their security flaws. The primary difference
between AODV and DSDV is that they work in on-demand
and proactive modes separately. It leads to the difference in
the conduction costs of attacks, propagation procedures of
false routes, and the detection of attacks.

4.1. Classification of attacks

We first divide the attacks into passive and active cate-
gories. At a finer level, we group the active attacks by their
target features.

4.1.1. Passive attacks. A malicious host conducts a passive
attack by ignoring operations supposed to be accomplished
by it. One example of passive attacks on AODV or DSDV
is silent discard, carried on by an intermediate host along
the forwarding path. Instead of forwarding a packet to the
next hop, the attacker drops the data silently. Another ex-
ample is partial routing information hiding. It is conducted
by a malicious host in DSDV by hiding the available paths
to specific hosts when it broadcasts its routing table, or in
AODV by ignoring to give out RREP when an active route
is available.

It is usually difficult to distinguish passive attacks from
Byzantine failures [2] in ad hoc networks. For example, a
packet drop can also occur because of host movement or un-
reliable wireless media. Fortunately, the constantly chang-
ing topology and multiple available paths among hosts limit
the impacts of passive attacks. For example, our simula-
tion shows that [21] in an ad hoc network that has 30 hosts
and 25 connections, the silent discard by one malicious host
may cause the delivery ratio to decrease 3%. We do not put
more efforts on the analysis of passive attacks because they
rely more on the network topology than the protocol char-
acteristics.

4.1.2. Active attacks. The malicious host generates an ac-
tive attack by introducing false information into an ad hoc
network. It confuses routing procedures and degrades net-
work performance. In DSDV the false information is car-
ried in the routing packets. In AODV, the RREP is espe-
cially attractive to attackers because the reverse routes es-
tablished by RREQ will become expired in a short time if
no active traffic uses those routes. Two active attacks that
threat both AODV and DSDV are:

� False distance vector attack

In both AODV and DSDV the hosts collect routing in-
formation solely from direct neighbors. The incomplete un-
derstanding of global topology enables the false distance
vector attacks. The malicious host can claim that the desti-
nation is one (or a few) hop(s) from it in the routing update
packets or RREP even if it does not have any available path
in its routing table. If no other replies provide a fresher or
shorter route, the source will choose the path provided by
the malicious host, and the data packets will be dropped or
compromised.

� False destination sequence attack

Both AODV and DSDV employ destination sequence to
identify the freshness of routing information. When multi-
ple routes are available, the source host always chooses the
one with the largest sequence number. By assigning a large
false destination sequence in the routing update packets or
RREP, the attacker’s reply can easily beat other replies and
attracts the data traffic. Even worse, the deceived hosts will
propagate in good faith the false route to other hosts, thus
strengthening the impacts of the attack.

4.2. Security analysis

4.2.1. Security comparison. The primary difference be-
tween AODV and DSDV is the adoption of on-demand
and proactive methods separately. Each of the methods
brings advantages and disadvantages in security. While the
on-demand route query enables low protocol overhead and
adaptability to host movement, it also leaves a lenient space
to the attackers. In proactive protocols the malicious host
can send multiple false routes in the same packet. The de-
tailed comparison on security comes as follows:

The on-demand property enables the malicious hosts to
conduct real time attacks. Most of the attacks on AODV do
not need any preparation or establishment time. For exam-
ple, when a malicious host receives a RREQ, it can imme-
diately form a false route reply and conducts the attack. As
a comparison, when the malicious host attacks a proactive
protocol, it must send out the false information in advance



and has to routinely update the fake route to keep it alive.
The longer a false route exists, the larger probability that it
is detected. At this point, it is difficult to catch an on-going
attack on a reactive protocol before it causes performance
degradation.

The on-demand property enables the attackers to make
flexible choices on the targets, the methods, and the points
in time of attacks. For example, the malicious host can
choose to attack all connections to or from a specific host. It
can attack the same host with different methods. As to one
victim, the attacker can choose to send false replies to some
of the route queries while leaving others untouched. As a
comparison, an attack on a proactive protocol usually does
not have the flexibility. For example, a false route with a
large sequence will be propagated to all other hosts through
route exchanges. It is difficult for the malicious host to at-
tack a specific connection without impacting others. This
stiffness increases the probability that the attacker is de-
tected and located.

It is more difficult to trace back the sources of false infor-
mation in AODV. The routing reply is unicasted back to the
source. Unless the mobile hosts monitor all nearby traffic,
there will be only one host along the false route that directly
receives the false information from the attacker. For the in-
truder identification algorithms that use quorum voting to
locate the attacker [21], AODV is less efficient on the trace
back procedures.

4.2.2. Communication overhead of attacks. The commu-
nication overhead caused by sending false routes in AODV
is determined by the width and frequency of attacks. For
example, if the malicious host wants to attack one specific
connection, it only needs to send a single false RREP. As
the other extreme condition, if the malicious host wants to
attack every connection to every other host, it has to send
many false RREP. In DSDV, the overhead is more consis-
tent. The attacker can send many false routes in the same
routing packet. At this point, attacking proactive protocols
is more communication efficient for an aggressive attacker.

4.2.3. Propagation of false routes. In AODV, the false
RREP will be unicasted back to the source host. In [8] it
has shown that the average path length is proportional to the
square root of host density in ad hoc networks. Therefore
the number of hosts cheated by a false RREP is proportional
to that order. Because an intermediate host may send out
RREP to other route queries afterwards, the false routes will
form a tree rooted at the malicious host. In a proactive pro-
tocol, the false routes will be transmitted within a growing
round area by the routing exchanges. At this point, a sin-
gle false route in AODV propagates slower and has weaker
impacts.

4.2.4. Cancellation of false routes. As the IDS in ad hoc
networks develop, the malicious host sometimes has to can-
cel the false routes originated from it to avoid being identi-
fied. In most ad hoc routing protocols, the updates to cur-
rent routes are caused either by the break of an active link
or the appearance of a fresher or shorter path. The attacker
in DSDV can stop sending false routes to cancel the im-
pacts. The new updates will be propagated to the neighbors
and the false routes will be smoothly replaced. The number
of hosts that notice this change depends on the propagation
range of the false routes. In AODV, when the attacker stops
sending packets, the neighbors will assume that the link is
broken. The re-discovery procedure will broadcast RREQ.
At this point, it is more difficult for the attackers in AODV
to silently cancel the impacts of false routes.

4.2.5. Detection of false routes. It is difficult to detect
false distance vector attacks in AODV and DSDV because
the hosts cannot construct the global view of the connectiv-
ity. The false destination sequence attacks can be detected
by the victim if it finds that the sequence has never be gener-
ated by it. Because in DSDV the hosts routinely exchange
their routing tables, we can estimate the maximum propa-
gation delay of the false sequence from the attacker to the
victim by the product of routing packet broadcast interval
and their distance in hops. If the false sequence outruns the
real number when it arrives at the victim, the attack will
be detected. In AODV, the false sequence can be detected
only when the false path is broken and the re-discovery pro-
cedure broadcasts a RREQ carrying the false number. It
depends on the mobility of the hosts and no upper limit can
be predicted. More details about the detection of false se-
quence attacks will be discussed in section 6.

5. Simulation results

We study the practical impacts of the attacks and exam-
ine our analysis through simulation. Two attacks on AODV
and DSDV are considered: false distance vector and false
destination sequence. Except sending false routes, the at-
tacker will discard any data packets passing through it. Two
traffic conditions are tested. Under condition one, all con-
nections have the same destination. This condition is cho-
sen to simulate the scenario in which the malicious host
only attacks the hot point in the applications and tries to
block traffic to it (e.g. block soldier’s reports to officer, or
sensor’s reports to information-sink). We measure the de-
livery ratio, attack overhead, and the propagation of false
routes when the malicious host sends false routes about the
common destination. Under condition two, a more sophis-
ticated traffic scenario is used. We study the delivery ratio
and attack overhead against the mobility of the hosts.

The simulation of attacks is deployed using ns2. Table 1



lists the simulation parameters that we use.

Table 1. Simulation parameters
Simulator ns-2
Examined protocols AODV, DSDV
Simulated attacks False distance vector,

False destination sequence
Simulation duration 1000 seconds
Simulation area 1000 * 1000 m
Number of mobile hosts 30
Transmission range 250 m
Movement model Random waypoint
Maximum speed 5 – 20 m / s
Traffic type CBR (UDP)
Data payload 512 bytes
Packet rate 2 pkt / s
Number of malicious host 1
Host pause time 10 seconds

The choices of the parameters consider both accuracy
and efficiency of the simulation. The host moving speed
covers a range from human jogging to vehicle riding in
country field. Faster speed is not considered because the
frequency of route changes will confuse the performance
degradation caused by attacks. The packet rate is chosen to
avoid congestion even when there are multiple connections
converging at the same host.

We choose the following metrics to evaluate the impacts
of attacks: (1) packet delivery ratio (2) false routing packets
sent by the attacker (3) the number of normal hosts that are
cheated by the false routes.

Metric (1) is selected to evaluate the percentage of pack-
ets that are affected by the attacks. This can be viewed as
the “strength” of an attack. Metric (2) is used to examine
the communication overhead of different attacks. Metric (3)
examines the propagation of false routes and the potential
impacts that are not shown by metric 1. Combining metric
2 and 3, we can examine the efficiency of the attacks.

5.1. Simulation condition one

Under condition one, all connections have different
sources and use node 29 as the destination. Node 5 is the
malicious host. In AODV, it sends false RREP to every
RREQ that it receives. In DSDV, it sends false routing in-
formation about node 29 in the route update packets. We
study the selected parameters against the number of con-
nections. Because there are thirty hosts in the network, the
maximum number of connections from different sources to
node 29 is twenty-eight (except node 5 and 29). The max-
imum speed of host movement is 5m/s. Every point in the
figures is the average value of ten simulation scenarios. To
calculate the number of hosts getting cheated by the false
routes, the routing trees to node 29 are examined every 50
seconds. Figure 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the simulation results.

Figure 1 shows the delivery ratio versus the number of
connections to node 29 under three conditions in both proto-
cols: when node 5 does not conduct attacks, when it attacks
the routes with false distance vector, and when it attacks
with false destination sequence. It is easy to tell that the
impact of false destination sequence attack on delivery ratio
is much more severe than that of false distance vector at-
tack. The reason is that both AODV and DSDV prefer fresh
routes to short ones.

Considering the delivery ratios under false distance vec-
tor attacks, we find that in both protocols they drop to
around 50% to 60%. It is determined by the characteristic
of distance vector mechanism. If the attacker can accurately
predict the sequence number of node 29, the probability that
a host will be cheated depends on the probability that it is
closer to the attacker than to the victim. In this test envi-
ronment, it is 50% because the movement of every host is
independent. Because the attacker applies a conservative
method to predict the sequence number of the victim, the
delivery ratio is a little higher than 50%.

The difference between the delivery ratios of ADOV and
DSDV when they are under false destination sequence at-
tacks is caused by the implementation of the attacker behav-
iors. In AODV, the malicious host will add a constant value
to the sequence number carried in corresponding RREQ and
uses the result as the sequence in false RREP. We choose the
constant as 2 in the simulation. So there are chances that
the false sequence cannot beat the real number. In DSDV,
once the false sequence has been established, the false route
propagates throughout the network. So more hosts will be
cheated. If in AODV the attacker uses a very large number
as the false sequence (e.g. 0x7fffffff), we would expect a
lower delivery ratio.

One interesting point, when AODV is under attacks on
destination sequence, is that the delivery ratio will increase
a little as the number of connections increases. It happens
because the attacker only adds a constant to the sequence in
RREQ. As the number of connections increases, the true se-
quence increases faster, and the probability that the chosen
fake sequence is smaller than the real value also increases.
Thus less traffic will be attracted to the attacker.

Figure 2 shows the number of hosts that are cheated by
the false routes versus the number of connections. In DSDV,
the number of hosts that are cheated does not vary a lot as
the number of connections changes because of the proactive
property. When false distance vector attacks are conducted,
less than half of the hosts are cheated. But when the net-
work is under false destination sequence attacks, almost all
hosts are cheated. In AODV, as the number of connections
increases, more false RREP will be sent by the attacker.
Therefore, more normal hosts will be cheated. Both proto-
cols prefer the route with larger sequence, so the false des-
tination sequence attacks cheat more hosts. If the hosts are



uniformly distributed in the test area, there are about half
of the hosts that are closer to the attacker than to the des-
tination. They will be cheated by the false distance vector
attacks if the sequence numbers in false routes are the same
as the real ones. Because the attacker applies a conservative
sequence prediction method, there are less than 50% of the
hosts that are cheated in both protocols.

Figure 3 shows the communication overhead of the two
attacks. The number of false route updates sent in DSDV
does not change a lot because of the proactive property. And
the overhead of conducting two attacks does not show big
difference. In AODV every false RREP can only attack one
RREQ, so the number of false RREP sent by the attacker
is roughly proportional to the number of connections. The
two curves for AODV are very close to each other, which
shows that both attacks put similar traffic overhead on the
attacker. But the one for false destination sequence attacks
is a little higher. It is because the false sequence numbers
generated by the attacker disturb the updates to real num-
bers and introduce more route queries into the system.

Figure 4 examines the efficiency of the two attacks in
both protocols. It shows the number of hosts got cheated
versus the number of false route packets sent by the attacker.
For DSDV, the values form two group of points which are
very close to each other. They can be derived from the
curves shown in figure 2 and 3. For AODV, the curves are
very similar to the lines in figure 2 because the number of
false RREP sent by the attacker is roughly proportional to
the number of connections.

From figure 1 to figure 4, we can tell that the attacks
on destination sequence and the attacks on distance vector
have similar communication overhead but the former ones
have more severe impacts. For the intrusion prevention and
intrusion detection systems designed to protect ad hoc net-
works using AODV or DSDV, this kind of attack should be
considered first.

5.2. Simulation condition two

Under condition two, we generate a scenario that con-
tains twenty-nine connections. Each normal host is the
source of one connection and the destination of another.
Node 5 sends false routes about all other hosts. We study the
selected parameters versus the mobility of the hosts, which
is represented by the maximum moving speed.

Figure 5 shows the delivery ratio versus the maximum
speed of hosts under the conditions the same as figure 1.
The delivery ratio of attack free AODV keeps high, which
shows that the mobility of host is still within the suitable
serving range of AODV. DSDV has a slower response to
link changes caused by host movement, so the delivery ra-
tio decreases faster. When the malicious host conducts false
destination sequence attacks on DSDV, the false routes will
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Figure 1–4. Simulation results for condition one.
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Figure 5–6. Simulation results for condition two.

propagate throughout the network. Most of the normal hosts
will be cheated. So the delivery ratio will be low. Compar-
ing to figure 1, we find that more data packets successfully
reach to the destinations when AODV is under attack. This
can be explained by the difference between the connection
scenarios of the two test cases. Under condition two, every
host is the source of one connection, and it may broadcast
the RREQ throughout the network. Other hosts can estab-
lish the routes through the paths that they receive the re-
quest. Therefore, many hosts do not have to listen to the
false RREP sent by the attacker. More safe routes are set up
and the delivery ratio is higher.

Figure 6 shows the number of routing packets sent by
node 5 when it behaves properly and when it conducts the
attacks. In DSDV, the curves are very close to each other be-
cause the attacker can carry multiple false routes in the same
routing packet. It does not have to increase the frequency of
sending route updates. In AODV the attacker will send five
to ten times more RREP when it attacks every RREQ it re-
ceives. It is not efficient for an aggressive malicious host to
attack all connections at the same time in a reactive proto-
col. This anomalous increase may also be detected by IDS.
Further research is required on the behaviors of intelligent
attackers and suitable responses.



6. Detecting false destination sequence attacks

When the malicious hosts introduce false information
into the networks, their behaviors and the conflicts between
false and true information form special patterns, which can
be used to detect the attacks. In addition, the connectivity
history and the propagation paths of the false information
can be used to identify the sources of attacks. Our research
on security in ad hoc networks [21] tries to collect patterns
of attacks and to provide guidelines for the design of the
IDS. An example of detecting false destination sequence at-
tacks in AODV and DSDV is given out below.

False destination sequence attacks can cheat a large part
of the hosts and severely impact the delivery ratio. To “beat”
other available routes, the attacker must choose a number,
which is larger than the sequence generated by the real des-
tination, as the false sequence to show its “freshness”. If
the victim host can find this false sequence number, it will
detect the attack. In DSDV the false sequence route will be
transferred to all directions. There exists an upper limit of
delay that the false route will reach to the victim if it is con-
nected to the attacker and the false sequence always outruns
the real one. In AODV, only when a host on the false route
moves out of the range of its neighbor, the re-initiation pro-
cedure of the source will send out RREQ that carries the
false sequence. Because the RREQ is broadcast throughout
the network, there is a good chance that the real destination
will receive the request. If the false sequence is still larger
than the real one, the host detects the attack. Therefore, no
upper limit of delay between the attack is conducted and it
is detected can be guaranteed.

The sequence number of a host is carried in the routing
packets. Under the normal operation of AODV and DSDV,
the sequence carried in the packets can never be larger than
the real sequence plus one. But when the host is under false
destination sequence attacks, the difference between the re-
ceived and local sequence numbers can be larger than or
equal to 2. Figure 7 and 8 show the difference between the
two sequence numbers detected by a host when all other
hosts behave properly and when one malicious host attacks
it with false destination sequence. In DSDV, when the false
sequence is larger than the real number, it can be detected
in any route update sent by a neighbor of the victim. If the
real number is larger, the attacker will find it and conducts
the new attack. Therefore the difference fluctuates between
0 and 2. In AODV, the normal host detects eleven times that
the incoming sequence number is larger than local number
plus one.

In both scenarios some attacks are not detected. Two
problems that impact the detection of false destination se-
quence attacks on AODV and DSDV are: (1) The real se-
quence may outrun the false one when it is received by
the victim. (2) A tight limit of the delay between the
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Figure 7–8. Anomalous patterns of sequence.

false sequence is generated and it reaches the victim, if the
two hosts are connected, should be achieved. A protocol
that uses one detected attack to activate the detection of
other attacks has been designed [21]. The basic idea is to
re-examine all routing information coming from the same
sources and activate the re-initiation. A software module
that can be integrated into AODV and DSDV to improve
the detection accuracy is under construction.

Collecting and determining the anomalous patterns of at-
tacks is a challenging topic in IDS for ad hoc networks.
The example provided above shows that combining pro-
tocol analysis and practical simulation may accelerate this
procedure.

7. Conclusions

The security of the ad hoc network routing protocols is
still an open problem and deserves more research work.
This paper studies the vulnerabilities of and attacks on two
protocols – AODV and DSDV. The analysis shows that as
AODV provides fair performance with reasonable overhead
and adaptability to both traffic load and host mobility, the
on-demand property also introduces some security deficien-
cies. It allows the malicious host to attack the network
in real time with flexibility. It is more difficult to locate
the sources of the false information. The proactive prop-
erty also has disadvantages. The routine exchange of routes
enables the false routing information to propagate within
a wider range. The malicious host can conduct multiple
attacks in the same routing packet. Because both proto-
cols prefer the fresh routes which are identified by large se-
quence numbers, the attacks on destination sequence have
more severe impacts than the attacks on distance vector.

The simulation supports our analysis. The delivery ratio
curves show that the attacks on destination sequence will
attract more packets to the attackers. False distance vector
attacks will cheat less than 50% of the hosts in a uniformly
distributed network. The communication overhead caused
by conducting attacks is more stable on the traffic load and
the width of attacks in DSDV than in AODV. The analysis
and simulation also show that it is more efficient to detect
false destination sequence attacks in DSDV than in AODV.



The research to protect wired network routing protocols
[3] has shown that it is the property, instead of the protocol
detail, that leads to the security deficiencies. The example
attacks on AODV and DSDV can also be applied to attack
other protocols sharing the properties. Thus the analysis re-
sults and anomalous patterns of the attacks can be employed
to prevent or detect the coterminous attacks on different pro-
tocols. Because the primary difference between AODV and
DSDV is the on-demand and proactive properties, we may
generalize the analysis to other on-demand or proactive pro-
tocols.

There are many problems to be solved in protecting the
ad hoc networks. We plan to study the relationship between
the average delay of detecting false destination sequence at-
tacks and the mobility of the hosts. We will design an effi-
cient mechanism which can establish safe routes when false
routing information is discovered. We plan to study more
features of the routing protocols to exploit their security de-
ficiencies. On achieving the secure distribution of individ-
ual intrusion detection result, we plan to establish the trust
relation among hosts in the open area of ad hoc networks
[4]. The results will provide the guidelines for the design of
a secure ad hoc routing protocol and become the building
blocks of the IDS for ad hoc networks.
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